**Resource:** [Google Scholar](https://scholar.google.com)

*Google Scholar* uses the familiar Google search engine to search peer-reviewed papers, books, abstracts and articles, from academic publishers.

**Search Strategy:**

Enter your search terms into Google Scholar:

Example: **jazz AND “musical canon” AND repertoire**

Consider other keywords mentioned in your Topic.

Try **Advanced Search:**

- Find articles with all of the words
- Find articles with the exact phrase
- Find articles with at least one of the words
- Find articles without the words
- Find articles where my words occur anywhere in the article
- Return articles authored by
  - e.g., "P.J Hayes" or McCarthy
- Return articles published in
  - e.g., J Biol Chem or Nature
- Return articles dated between
  - e.g., 1990
Tips:

**Use a Phrase Search.** This allows users to search for documents containing an exact sentence or phrase.

For example: “Music analysis”

Look for words or terms that have similar or the same meaning to enter in the box “with at least one of the words”

Entering these in your search will help generate more results.

Retrieved results will include books and journal articles

Select a journal article from these results or try another search and try to find the full text:

Be ready to report to the group whether you would use this database.